August 5th, 2020

ORIENT adds five new diver design models to its Sports Collection
Ideal for everyday use, from town to country to ocean
ORIENT announces five new diver design* editions with bold new colours to its Sports
Collection. This model is popular throughout the world and has become one of the brand’s most
well-known flagship designs. The diver design timepiece is a mechanical watch suitable for
everyday use representing everything that is ORIENT.
*Not an ISO standard diver’s watch.
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Popular sports models incorporate distinctive features of professional divers’ watches such as
high waterproof function, rotating bezel, and dial design with high visibility. ORIENT has been
developing diver design watches with these features since the 1960s.
The new models introduce vibrant, fresh colours for the dial and rotating bezel, while
retaining the case, dial, and strap design of models in the existing collection. In addition to basic
black, dials are available in blue, green, and red. The dials are combined with a bi-colour bezel
such as blue and red with a black dial, or blue and orange with a blue dial adding a playful and
creative accent. These stylish, multi-colour variations can be enjoyed in a wide range of
settings, from the beach to the busy city.
Every model comes in a 43.6mm stainless steel case, is water resistant to 20 bar, common to
ORIENT’s diver design watches, and incorporates an in-house automatic movement. Along with
the eye catching designs, these watches are solidly built with reliable functions.

RA-AA0912B

RA-AA0913L

RA-AA0915R

RA-AA0916L

RA-AA0914E

Case back with engravings
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About ORIENT
Established in Japan in 1950, ORIENT is appreciated throughout the world for its high-quality
distinctive timepieces at affordable prices, combining its own in-house movements and original
designs with final finishing. ORIENT timepieces are not only suitable for everyday use, but also
admired and collected by watch connoisseurs throughout the world.

― Product Specifications ―
Collection
Reference

Sports
RA-AA0912B

RA-AA0913L

RA-AA0914E

RA-AA0915R

RA-AA0916L

Movement

Automatic (with hand winding) mechanical in-house caliber F6922 made in Japan

Power reserve

40 hours

Accuracy

＋25 seconds ～ －15 seconds per day

Case material

Stainless steel

(colour)
Case size

43.6mm / thickness 12.9mm

Case back

Dolphin icon

Glass

Front: crystal glass

Strap

Colour of dial
Other features

Stainless steel (SUS316L) / trifold deployant buckle with push button
/ width 22mm
Black

Blue

Green

Silicon / pin
buckle / width
22mm

Red

Blue

Water resistance 20 bar (not an ISO standard diverʼs watch), second hands hacking, 22
jewels, Luminous Light, uni-directional rotating bezel, day, date
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